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Organic Tabletop Demi Arch
Occasions

Construction Method:

1. Start by attaching the clamp in place on the table and place the section of lamp stand over the clamp.  
 Insert the aluminium rod and bend into required shape. A question mark is a good shape to aim for.

2. In�ate the �rst balloon to go around the base to roughly 7” and create a cluster of 4 with the other 3  
 balloons in�ated smaller than the �rst one. Lock this cluster onto the pole.

3. With every following cluster, drop the size of the largest balloon by half an inch every 2 layers.

4.  Once you reach the end of the aluminium rod, in�ate a small garland of 5” balloons tied onto a 260  
 and when you have your desired length, attach into the arch by wrapping the 260 into the design.

5.  To complete the design you can add in some little organic elements consisting of single 5” balloons  
 in�ated fully and then reduced so it is very soft. Small bubbles can then be twisted into the balloon.  
 Attach 2 of the organic elements at each end of a 260 and then attach into the arch.

Alternatively, this can be built using the base of a lamp stand so it can be moved around easily.

A Step-by-step video of this design, and others similar, can be found on the Decorator Hub at amscan.co.uk. 
Click the link on the home page and go to “How-to Videos”!

Product Required:

14x 12” Re�ex Truf�e 20016815 
20x 12” Fashion Latte 20016827 
4x 5” Re�ex Truf�e 20016813
4x 5” Fashion Latte 20016825
36x 5” Fashion White Sand 20014733
1x Table Balloon Arch Kit BOR-B409
 - 1 clamp only
1x 4’ length of 1/4 aluminium rod
1x pole from lamp stand (or equivalent)

Estimated Labour time: 30 minutes.
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